Raman, fluorescence, and time-resolved light scattering as optical diagnostic techniques to separate diseased and normal biomedical media.
Studies of Raman scattering, fluorescence and time-resolved light scattering were conducted on cancer and normal biomedical media. Fourier transform Raman spectroscopic measurements were performed on human normal, benign and cancerous tissues from gynecological (GYN) tracts. A comparison of the intensity differences between various Raman modes as well as the number of Raman lines, enables one to distinguish normal GYN tissues from diseased tissues. Fluorescence spectroscopic measurements on human breast tissues show that the ratio of fluorescence intensity at 340 nm to that at 440 nm can be used to distinguish between cancerous and non-cancerous tissues. Separate studies on normal and cancerous breast cell lines show spectral differences. The measurements of back-scattered ultrafast laser pulses from human breast tissues show differences in the scattered pulse profiles for different tissues. These studies show that various optical techniques have the potential to be used in medical diagnostic applications.